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**ABSTRACT**
Understanding the intent behind human gestures is a critical problem in the design of gestural interactions. A common method to observe and understand how users express gestures is to use elicitation studies. However, these studies require time-consuming analysis of user data to identify gesture patterns. Also, the analysis by humans cannot describe gestures in as detail as in data-based representations of motion features. In this paper, we present GestureAnalyzer, a system that supports exploratory analysis of gesture patterns by applying interactive clustering and visualization techniques to motion tracking data. GestureAnalyzer enables rapid categorization of similar gestures, and visual investigation of various geometric and kinematic properties of user gestures. We describe the system components, and then demonstrate its utility through a case study on mid-air hand gestures obtained from elicitation studies.
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**INTRODUCTION**
Natural human motion has been actively exploited in gestural interactions made possible by successful introduction of motion sensing technologies such as low-cost depth sensing cameras (e.g., Microsoft Kinect, Leap Motion) and hand-held motion sensors (e.g., Nintendo Wii). The fundamental problems in the design of gestural interactions are (1) accurate and efficient gesture recognition, and (2) natural and intuitive gesture vocabularies to control the system. To date, many research efforts have been targeted at the development of algorithms and tools for reliable gesture recognition [22]. In contrast, relatively little research has focused on studying natural aspects of gesture behavior. Elicitation studies, such as Wizard-of-Oz [6] and Guessability studies [39], are useful to identify the most acceptable gesture patterns from candidate user groups, and to gain insights into the design of natural gestures. These study methods have been employed to generate user-defined gesture vocabularies in various interaction scenarios [13, 27, 30, 40].

However, the analysis of user gestures requires a certain amount of time and effort to generate a user-defined gesture vocabulary. The amount of effort increases when the number of users and gestures becomes larger. Also, elicitation studies are limited to constructing descriptive taxonomies of gestures, and cannot provide detailed characteristics of gestures which can be described by kinematic and geometric features of human motion. For example, natural aspects of gestures also can be described by position and velocity profile of gesturing hands, variations in the joint angles, or the most active/inactive body part in gesturing. The potential of such information, that can be generated from the human motion tracking data, has not been well understood in the design of gestural interactions. Moreover, there is no established guideline in the analysis of such high-dimensional, massive and complex data for the design of gestural interactions. So, a proper method to explore and communicate potential knowledge of the large data collections should be provided to the interaction designers.

Automated data analysis techniques such as data mining and pattern classification can be considered to identify subsets of data having similar properties from the massive and complex motion tracking data. However, such automated analysis methods cannot fully reflect the designer’s perceptual definition of gesture similarity. The designer thus needs to integrate and insert their domain knowledge of human gestures into the results of such automated data analyses.

With these needs in mind, we propose GestureAnalyzer, a visual analytics system supporting categorization and characterization of various user gestures expressed in motion tracking data. We define *gesture data* as a sequence of human poses represented by motion tracking data. If a set of similar gesture data is frequently observed from different users, we identify the data set as a *gesture pattern*. To simplify and expedite the analysis procedure, GestureAnalyzer requires a specific data format where the user gestures are individu-
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Usually recorded and labeled with the corresponding elicitation task. Hierarchical clustering of gesture data is implemented to identify the most frequent and similar gesture patterns. The aggregation level of gesture data is dynamically adjustable, and different numbers of gesture clusters are generated. The hierarchical tree structure provides an overview of user gestures associated with a certain task. To support comparison of gesture data, we provide animations and multiple-pose visualization of motion trends. From these visualizations, the designer is able to compare similarity among the clustered gesture data. GestureAnalyzer also provides visualization of various features of gesture data such as variations in speed, joint angles, or distance between two joints. Through these visualizations, the designer can compare user gestures in various features, then characterize the gestures identifying the most informative features that uniquely define the gestures.

In this paper, we demonstrate GestureAnalyzer focusing on the analysis of user behavior in the design of mid-air hand gestures. We validate the utility of the system in supporting the categorization of various gestures expressed by users, and the exploration of various geometric and kinematic features of the user-defined gestures. In our analysis results, we describe how this approach can be beneficial and promising in the analysis of gesture patterns and detailed motion features. Also, we will explore how the analysis results can be used in the design of gestural interactions. The contributions of this paper include: (1) rapid categorization of user gestures leveraging an interactive hierarchical clustering method, (2) visual exploration of geometric and kinematic motion features of user gestures through interactive visualization, and (3) a visual analytics tool supporting data-driven analysis and precise communication of insights from human motion data.

RELATED WORK

Our work closely relates to gesture elicitation studies, visual analysis of time-series data, and motion sensing data for interaction design. In this section, we briefly summarize prior research on these areas, and compare them to our approach.

Eliciting Gestures from Users

To better understand user behavior and enhance the intuitiveness of interactions, elicited gestures from users have been commonly incorporated in the initial phase of gesture design. In practice, elicitation studies, such as Wizard-of-Oz and Guessability studies, have been performed to observe how users actually express their gestures in various interaction scenarios: surface computing [40], mobile interactions [30], action games for children [13], and mid-air/VR environments [27, 36]. Recently, Morris et al. [23] suggest modifications of the elicitation studies to enhance the quality of resulting gestures by reducing the effect of prior experience of users in eliciting biased gestures. In the analysis of such study results, researchers manually annotate and categorize user behavior to identify a common gesture pattern for a specific task. Basically, this analysis process is time-consuming when the number of subjects increases. Also, the researchers need to define criteria for the categorization of gestures. Some prior research has proposed taxonomies of human gestures (see Wobbrock et al. [40] for a review), but the criteria could vary with context of interactions and demographics of users. In addition, it is challenging to formalize the criteria before the researchers understand the whole gesture patterns that occurred during the user study. In most previous work, the output gesture vocabulary is reported in a descriptive manner (e.g., illustrations) and does not convey detailed motion features (e.g., variations in joint angles).

In contrast, our approach allows rapid categorization of similar gestures by applying a data mining technique to motion tracking data. Also, visualization of various features of gestures enables the researchers to compare and identify detailed aspects of gestures across users and tasks.

Visual Analytics for Temporal Data

The purpose of visual analytics is to integrate human insights and machine capabilities for improved knowledge discovery in the analysis process using interactive visualization techniques [14]. Specifically, the analysis of temporal data using such an interactive visualization approach is an important topic in various areas such as analysis of movement data, genome information, and financial data. Sensemaking based solely on the visualization techniques is insufficient for the analysis of multi-dimensional and complex time-series data. Thus, data analysis techniques such as temporal clustering (see Warren Liao [38] for a review) have been integrated with interactive visualization techniques.

In visual analytics, the density-based clustering algorithm, OPTICS [1], has been widely implemented to analyze complex and massive movement trajectories such as GPS-tracked position data [28], eye movements [26], and mouse trajectories [21]. Schreck et al. [33] propose a framework integrating interactive Self-Organizing Map (SOM) method with domain knowledge of analyst in the analysis of huge amounts of time-varying stock market data.

Hierarchical clustering methods also have been integrated with interactive visualization in many areas. Guo et al. [8] propose an interactive hierarchical clustering method enabling human-centered exploratory analysis of multivariate spatio-temporal data. Similarly, Seo and Shneiderman [34] present an interactive exploration tool for the visualization of hierarchical clustering results using dendrograms and color mosaic scatterplots. In both works, the analyst is able to control the aggregation and exploration level of clusters by changing clustering parameters. Wu et al. [42] employ the interactive clustering approach to hierarchical modeling of query interfaces for the analysis of Web data sources. Heinrich et al. [11] implement the interactive hierarchical clustering combining table-based data visualization in the analysis of massive genomic data. This approach allows the analyst to control the aggregation of rows and columns in the table.

Previous work on visual analysis of human motion tracking data are relatively few. MotionExplorer [3] is an interactive visual searching and retrieval tool for synthesis of human motion sequences. It provides an overview of sequential human poses in dendrograms and motion graphs. In these node-link models, each node represents a static human pose. This tool
uses the Euclidean distance of raw joint coordinates to compute the similarity among human poses.

To provide an overview of motion clustering results, our approach adopts the interactive hierarchical clustering method. Since our data type is sequential human motion representing a trial of gesture, we choose to use individual tree nodes to represent a time-varying sequence of poses rather than a single human pose. Also, to better reflect the context of gestures in the analysis, our approach employs various pose similarity measures introduced by Chen et al. [5].

**Motion Data for Interaction Design**

Various motion sensing data has been actively used in modern interaction scenarios as an input, *user gesture*, to the system: pen-based [12], fingers/hands [4, 35], and full-body motions [7, 18]. Much research also has been done in the development of gesture authoring tools. Exemplar [10] and MAGIC [2] enable designers to rapidly create sensor-based motion gestures by demonstration. Similarly, Kim et al. [16] introduced a demonstration driven gesture authoring tool, EventHurdle, for designing multi-touch or mid-air gestures. Proton++ [17] and Gesture Coder [20] are prototyping tools for multitouch gestures by demonstration. The main focus of these methods have been on the interpretation of human motion as an input to the system.

Few work has been done in the use of motion sensing data in the understanding of user behavior for the interaction design. Wang and Lai [37] use motion tracking data to investigate the frequency and similarity of gestures used in group brainstorming with different interaction modalities (face-to-face and computer-mediated). Schrammel et al. [32] discuss that interpretation of motion tracking data can be used in the understanding of user behavior such as pattern of pedestrian attention using body and head movements. Hansen [9] discusses the potential of body motion data as a material for interaction design, and argues that visualization of body movement is a necessary step for the exploration and generation of knowledge from the motion data.

Our work also exploits motion tracking data for the analysis and understanding of user behavior. However, to support and expedite the knowledge discovery from the motion tracking data, we propose a visual analytics approach integrating interactive clustering and visualization techniques. Specifically, in this paper, we focus on the use of motion tracking data to support analysis of gesture patterns.

**VISUAL ANALYTICS FOR GESTURE ELICITATION**

Our goal is to study how to use visual analytics to support categorization and characterization of user-elicited gestures in motion tracking data. The benefit of applying visual analytics to this problem is that allows combining computational methods with the insights and intuition of a human analyst. Here, we discuss the design space for such a system.

**Data Model**

We define our data model as high-dimensional motion tracking data labeled with user and task information. We require gesture data to have distinct starting and ending poses, since extracting meaningful gestures from continuous motion tracking data is outside the scope of the system.

**Analysis Tasks**

The main activity in gesture elicitation studies is to categorize a large collection of recorded gesture data sets into a small set of similar gesture patterns. To support this analysis task, visual analytics software should provide an overview of the entire gesture data set as well as information about the relationship between individual gestures. This also requires the capacity to drill down into the data to see similarities, differences, and distances between gestures.

**Visualization**

Visual representations of the input gesture data set should aid analysts to overview the high-dimensional motion tracking data. Furthermore, being able to play back an animation of an individual gesture data is a key aspect of the visualization.
THE GESTUREANALYZER SYSTEM

Based on the design space of visual analytics for elicitation studies, we developed GestureAnalyzer (Figure 1) to support the analysis of gesture patterns. In this section, we describe the system components of GestureAnalyzer.

Gesture Data and Feature Vectors

We define a gesture data as a sequence of human poses which are 3D positions of 11 body joints (hands, elbows, shoulders, head, neck, chest, and pelvis) as shown in Figure 1C. We obtain the human skeletal model using a Kinect camera. Khoshelham et al. [15] suggest the Kinect camera is reasonably accurate to represent indoor human activity, but there are occlusion and noise issues in human body tracking. In our gesture data recording, the users face the camera, and critical occlusion problems (i.e., lost tracking of multiple joints) therefore barely appear. To alleviate noise in the gesture data, we apply a Savitzky-Golay smoothing filter [31] to the motion tracking data. The position and orientation of body pose is normalized by shifting the chest position of each skeleton to the origin, and aligning the normal direction of the initial body pose to the camera direction.

In the early development stage, we noticed that Euclidean distance of raw joint coordinates does not provide sufficient gesture similarity. To address this issue, we adopt a geometry-based pose descriptors, proposed by Chen et al. [5]. Specifically, we use relative joint vector normalized to unit length. We extract the pairwise relative joint vector by extracting the difference between the position of joint $i$ and $j$: $p_{ij} = \text{unit}(p_i - p_j)$. Because frequent motion in mid-air hand gestures appears on hands, elbows, and shoulders, we define the feature vector, $X \in \mathbb{R}^{21}$ by 7 vectors consisting of relative position of hands and elbows, elbows and shoulders, hands and shoulders, and left and right hand. This selective feature vector is effective in eliminating irrelevant joint information, and reduces the size of feature vector decreasing computing time in similarity measure.

Interface for Gesture Database Access

In the design of an interface for accessing to the gesture database, we consider a simple yet effective way to organize and represent the gesture data sets. Collected gesture data sets are readily available in the database on disk, and loaded to the system by selecting the corresponding task id in the Task ID list (Figure 1A). Then, a set of gesture data included in the selected task appears on User ID table (Figure 1B). Each gesture data is labeled with the corresponding user id. To provide an overview of similarity among user gestures, the User ID table is organized according to the adjacency of gesture data in Gesture Hierarchy view (Figure 1D). By selecting a user id in the table, the corresponding gesture animation is played in the Gesture Play-back window (Figure 1C).

Interactive Hierarchical Clustering

GestureAnalyzer uses a hierarchical clustering algorithm to aggregate similar gestures into several groups. A hierarchical tree structure of a given gesture data set is constructed using an agglomerative clustering algorithm. Inherently, human gestures could have infinite variations in motion. Even if one user performs the same gesture several times, each trial could yield different lengths of gesture. To measure similarity among the variable length of gestures, we decide to use Dynamic time warping (DTW), a distance measure for variable lengths of time-series data, due to its computational efficiency and ease of implementation [24]. The agglomerative clustering algorithm starts from multiple root nodes representing individual gesture data, and merges them into a cluster node progressively until a single node is left. In the definition of distance between clusters, we use complete-linkage method representing maximum distance among cluster members. An example of the hierarchy tree is shown (Figure 1D). The root nodes are positioned at the very top, and labeled with the corresponding user id. The cluster nodes are numbered in a merging order.

The depth of nodes is defined by the maximum distance among associated cluster members. The distance is used as a cut-off value to define the depth level of tree structure. To adjust the cut-off value GestureAnalyzer provides a horizontal bar (horizontal red line in Figure 1D). The cut-off value can be read at the bottom of the tree diagram and the vertical scale. The maximum distance stands for the intra-cluster similarity of gesture clusters providing a measure of how cluster members are close to each other. Information of currently selected task and cluster node is given at the bottom of the tree diagram. By changing the cut-off value, different shape of gesture clusters are generated. The generated clusters are represented with different colors as shown in Figure 1D. This coloring scheme is also applied to the User ID table (Figure 1B). The colors and order of the cluster nodes are intended to aid rapid and accurate visual understanding of gesture data structure. The hierarchy tree provides a global overview of gesture data set, and indicates candidate gesture clusters having strong intra-cluster similarity and frequent occurrence in the data set. More detailed information on a gesture cluster can be queried through the functions described in the following sections.
Visualization of Gesture Motion
The distance score given in the hierarchical tree view (Figure 1D) provides an immediate similarity measurement in the identification of frequent and concordant user gestures from a given data set. However, the output clusters do not necessarily reflect our perceptual model of gesture similarity. For example, we consider moving the right hand from left to right and right to left as different gestures, while the clustering algorithm would combine them into the same cluster. So, in the identification of gesture clusters, it is important to investigate what types of gestures are grouped together into a cluster, and how they are actually similar to each other. A key challenge in GestureAnalyzer is to provide an efficient yet effective way to compare the similarity among gesture data in the clusters.

To address this challenge, we provide two visualization methods to compare gesture data: animation and multiple-pose visualization. As shown in Figure 1C, we provide a window for gesture animation. By selecting a user ID on the User ID table or in the tree diagram, the corresponding gesture data is animated in the window. Using animation of gestures makes it easy to understand motion trends and effective to compare small number of gestures. However, if the number of gesture data being compared increases, animating and replaying the entire gesture data become time-consuming. Due to limited capacity of human memory, some trends of gesture motion observed previously could be confused with new observations. Also, it is hard to judge where to start the investigation in the large data set.

Based on this observation, we provide a small-multiples visualization [29] of multiple gesture data, as a supplement to the gesture animation. As shown in Figure 2, several poses of gestures are extracted at regular intervals from the entire motion frames, and displayed from left-to-right. In Figure 2, ten frames of poses are extracted from play next music gesture performed by two different users.

As discussed by Ofli et al. [25], when users perform a gesture, they are not likely to move their entire body; instead there exists a set of joints that moves the most. In the multiple pose visualization, we highlight active joints having higher variance in motion than a certain threshold value. This aims to promote quick detection of active joint location, and reduce the overload of information in the multiple pose visualization.

Generating User-defined Gesture Set
Once the analyst decides an output cluster from a task data set, he/she can save it to a database. The data set can now be compared with other gesture clusters generated from different task data. A complete cluster database consists of gesture clusters generated from each task data. The database stands for a user-defined gesture vocabulary.

In the representation of gesture clusters, we use a sub-tree structure extracted from the original hierarchical tree model rather than a representative gesture data (e.g., averaged gesture motion). This representation is intended to provide more detailed information of user-defined gestures including the internal structure and intra-cluster similarity of each gesture cluster. Figure 1G shows an example of an user-defined gesture expressed in the sub-tree structure. Metadata of the user-defined gesture including motion tracking data, task id, the number of associated users, and maximum similarity score is provided along with the tree structure.

Visualization of Gesture Features
Once a vocabulary of user-defined gestures is generated, GestureAnalyzer provides visualization of various geometric and kinematic features such as joint angles, distance between joints, speed, and relative joint positions to explore various aspects of gestures. This exploratory visualization aims to support rapid detection of the most static and dynamic gesture features across users and tasks.

Saving Gesture Clusters to Database
As a result of the analysis, GestureAnalyzer generates (1) a set of sub-tree structures representing gesture clusters, (2) metadata of the gesture clusters including motion tracking data, task id, the number of associated users, and maximum distance among cluster members, and (3) the visual representation of various gesture features. This collection of data can be saved to the database on disk. Later, specific information can be queried from the database to compose a material for reporting results and findings from the analysis. Also, the database can be a good source in the design of user-informed gesture classifiers.

CASE STUDY AND RESULTS
To demonstrate the utility of GestureAnalyzer, we conducted a case study on gesture data sets obtained from elicitation studies. Here, we briefly explain the procedure of the gesture elicitation studies, and discuss initial results from the analysis of the gesture data sets using GestureAnalyzer.

Gesture Elicitation Studies
We conducted user elicited gesture studies for designing mid-air hand gestures. The studies and tasks were designed based on the procedure described in prior work [27, 36, 40].

Tasks
Our selection of gesture design tasks was intended to explore the design of mid-air hand gestures for the navigation in 3D space and the system control. In the elicitation studies, there were two gesture design scenarios: (1) camera view control in 3D space and (2) music player control. In the first session of study, the participants were asked to design mid-air...
Figure 4. An overview of motion trends in the candidate gesture cluster for *camera moving forward* task. The gesture data within a red box (the gesture data labeled by 5 and 8) have different right hand motion from other gestures.

hand gestures to trigger seven different tasks for camera view control: camera moving forward/backward, turning left/right, turning up/down, and reset the camera view to the initial state (go back to the origin). In the design of gestures for the music player control, six tasks were given to the participants including start(pause)/stop music, previous/next track, and increase/decrease volume.

**Participants**
Seventeen participants were recruited for the study ranging in age from 21 to 31 years. All of them were male and university students. One of the participants was left-handed, and majority of the participants have used gesture-based interaction devices such as smart phones, tablet PCs, and gaming devices (Nintendo Wii and Xbox Kinect).

**Apparatus**
The gesture design space was physically defined as $3 \times 3 \times 5$ m to ensure enough space for the participants. A Microsoft Kinect camera and OpenNI SDK was used to extract skeletal model of users. A laptop was connected to a large display equipment to indicate a referent of each task to the participants in the gesture design.

**Gesture Data Recording**
At the beginning of the study, the participants were briefly introduced to two study scenarios and the type of tasks to be performed. In the preliminary analysis of gesture data, it was noticed that the starting and ending pose of gestures significantly affect the similarity measure of gesture data, even if the intermediate gesture motions are quite similar. Based on this observation, we asked the participants to start and end gestures with natural standing pose. Also, since our current system aims to analyze the body motion tracking data, the participants were asked to use hands and arms rather than fingers in the gesture design.

In the first session of the study to design the camera view control gestures, a 3D model of building was presented in the large screen to show the effect of camera movements. Such an effect presenting the result of gesture is called a *referent*. For each task, an animation showing the referent was presented to the participants. No interface was presented in the design of music player control gestures. The referent was given to the participants while an experimenter controls the music player on computer. At each study session, the referent was presented in random order.

**Results**
In this section, we demonstrate GestureAnalyzer for the analysis of gesture data sets, and discuss the results. The first phase of analysis is to identify the most frequent and similar gesture patterns from the data sets. This demonstrates how the system supports generation of user-defined gesture vocabularies. Then, the system provides visualization of motion features of gesture groups. From this visual analysis, we are able to compare various features of gestures across the users and tasks. Through the comparison of gesture features, we can identify the most informative features of user-defined gestures.

**Categorization of User Expressed Gestures**
After importing a task data set into GestureAnalyzer, a hierarchical tree diagram is immediately presented in the *Gesture Hierarchy View* (Figure 1D). This view provides an overview of gesture data structure, and helps to identify candidate gesture clusters from the entire data set. In the rest of this section, we will explain the analysis procedure through an example task data set of the *camera moving forward*.

**Identifying candidate gesture cluster:** From the data set of *camera moving forward* task, three gesture clusters are generated by dragging the cut-off bar to around 72 value of max-
imimum similarity (Figure 3). From the tree diagram, we notice that the gesture cluster (A) includes larger number of gesture data at the root level than the other candidate clusters. So, the cluster (A) is selected as a candidate gesture group as a user-defined gesture for the imported task data.

**Visual investigation of candidate cluster**: Detailed investigation of the candidate cluster (A), in Figure 3, is performed through a combination of the sub-tree structure of cluster (A), the multiple-pose visualization, and the gesture animation. In the tree diagram, the order of node label reveals several cluster nodes where detailed investigation of gesture similarity would be required. For example, gesture data labeled by (5), (8) and (14) are merged into the cluster (A) at the last course of clustering with the highest distance value. This indicates that these gesture data could be outliers in the candidate cluster. An overview of motion trends in the candidate cluster is provided by the multiple-pose visualization in Figure 4. The multiple display reveals that the gesture data (5) and (8) show different movement of right arm. The animation of these data confirms that (5) and (8) are moving right arm away from the body, and the other gestures show moving right arm close to the body. So, the outlier gesture data (5) and (8) should be removed from the candidate gesture cluster (A). We decide the output gesture cluster from the camera moving forward data set as the cluster node (20), and its corresponding sub-tree structure is shown in Figure 5A.

**Generating user-defined gestures**: Applying the analysis procedure to the entire task data sets, we were able to generate user-defined gestures represented by multiple poses and tree diagram. Multiple-poses visualizations and quality measures of the complete resulting gesture sets are provided in an appendix. Figure 5 shows examples of output tree diagrams representing the user-defined gestures for camera moving forward and increase volume tasks. The tree diagrams provide an overview of internal structure and similarity of gesture clusters. Metadata for each tree was stored in a gesture database on disk.

**Characterization of Gesture Vocabularies**

Once the user-defined gestures are extracted from the task data sets and stored in the database, geometric and kinematic features of each gesture are visualized in the gesture characterization phase. Figure 1F provides a visual definition of gesture features. We normalize the length of gesture data to 100 sec to aid comparison of different length of gestures. In this section, we use user-defined increase volume and decrease volume gestures to show how gesture features are used in the characterization of gestures.

**Comparison across users in the same task**: Figure 6 shows four features of user-defined increase volume gesture. From the feature visualization, we are able to notice that the joint angle of left elbow (A) and the distance between left hand and left shoulder (B) are static features, while the joint angle of right elbow (C) and the distance between hands (D) show relatively dynamic variations. Internal similarity of gesture features can be investigated from the feature visualization. Feature (D) shows more congruent shape of transition, while feature (C) has wide range of variations in the shape. So, we can consider feature (D) as a representative feature of increase volume gesture having similar behavior across users.

**Comparison across the tasks**: The feature visualization supports comparison of user-defined gestures across different tasks. For example, increase volume (Figure 6) and decrease volume gestures (Figure 7) show similar shape of gesture feature graphs for the right elbow joint angle and the distance between hands. However, two gestures have different trends in the timing of maximum and minimum point. The decrease volume gesture shows early occurrence of the maximum and minimum points. The designers would consider this finding in the design of gesture classifier by using these features.

**DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS**

The utility of GestureAnalyzer is demonstrated in a case study where gesture data of 17 users are obtained from elicitation studies. Results from the case study provide a set of user-defined gestures represented by tree diagrams and mul-
multiple poses. Also, the visualization of gesture features reveals potential knowledge of gesture data such as static/dynamic feature behavior, unique characteristics of gestures, and internal similarity of gestures.

Our system enables rapid identification of frequent gesture patterns from a large data set without having prior knowledge of the data. An interactive hierarchical clustering plays a key role in the decision of output cluster structure. A combination of sub-tree diagram, multiple-pose display, and gesture animation aids to identify a candidate gesture cluster from the whole tree diagram. In our case study, a few mouse clicks was required to identify a frequent gesture pattern.

The gesture patterns are represented using tree structure along with metadata including the maximum distance among cluster members and the frequency of gesture patterns. The tree structure is useful to understand the relationship of cluster members such as how they are similar to each other and in what order they are clustered. The information of clustering order is helpful for detecting outliers in the interactive clustering process. The last clustered data has the highest potential to be an outlier of the cluster. GestureAnalyzer enables to generate such detailed information of the gestures that cannot be provided by traditional analysis.

The findings and results generated from GestureAnalyzer can be used as supplementary materials in communicating discovered knowledge of user gestures. For example, detailed information of user behavior such as duration of static posture in a gesture pattern and intermediate motion between successive gestures can be further queried using the result data. Our system also can be used in usability research. Exploratory analysis of gesture patterns could be used in identifying usability problems that frequently occur in the gestural interactions. Then, these problems can be reported and communicated in detail using the data-driven analysis results. The analysis results also can be used in the design of gesture classifier reflecting user behavior.

There are some limitations in the current approach of GestureAnalyzer. In the multiple-pose visualization, reading the entire array of multiple-pose could take a long time when a large number of gesture data is displayed. Applying a color scheme to the multiple display to represent similar poses with the same color could be a strategy to alleviate the issue by enhancing the readability of pose connectivity. Alternatively, we could use the motion graph [19] in the visualization of gesture motions. Our approach is also limited to a specific gesture data format where the gestures start and end with a natural standing pose. To apply our system to broader contexts of interaction analysis, we should consider segmentation and annotation of the whole user study data composed of various natural human motions. We leave it to future work to integrate segmentation of motion data into GestureAnalyzer for detecting the starting and ending pose of the gestures. This extension of analytics capability could be useful in the analysis of natural human poses indicating gesture intent.

From our initial evaluation of GestureAnalyzer, we could imagine several possible extensions to other research areas. Especially, research area involving human behavior analysis could provide a number of interesting opportunities for extension of our research. In collaborative design, our approach could be used to analyze the relationship between natural human motions and collaborative design qualities. Our
approach also could support the analysis of learning process providing new insights from the motion tracing data. Worsley and Blikstein [41] discuss the possibility of hand gesture data in the analysis of expertise in object manipulation. While this work is limited to use only the cumulative displacement of two hands in the analysis, our approach could be used to explore human motion supported by interactive visualization and data processing techniques.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have described the design and demonstration of GestureAnalyzer, a visual analytics system supporting identification and characterization of gesture patterns from motion tracking data. We implemented an interactive hierarchical clustering method to identify the most frequent gesture pattern without any prior knowledge of the data. Also, the visual exploration of gesture features enabled comparison of the various aspects of gestures, and supported identification of representative gesture features. A case study on motion tracking data obtained from elicitation studies is conducted to demonstrate the utility of GestureAnalyzer. In our future work, we plan to further investigate the usability of the system via expert reviews, and compare it with traditional analysis methods. We will also expand the analytics capability to other motion data types such as finer finger motions or sensor-based motion tracking data. The knowledge discovered from the motion tracking data can be directly used in training gesture classifiers. Integrating gesture classification into GestureAnalyzer will provide a way to understand the analysis results and use it toward interaction design.
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